Mammalian sensory circuits become refined over development in an activity-dependent manner. Retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons from each eye first map to their target in the geniculate and then segregate into eye-specific layers by the removal and addition of axon branches. Once segregation is complete, robust functional remodeling continues as the number of afferent inputs to each geniculate neuron decreases from many to a few. It is widely assumed that large-scale axon retraction underlies this later phase of circuit refinement. On the contrary, RGC axons remain stable during functional pruning. Instead, presynaptic boutons grow in size and cluster during this process. Moreover, they exhibit dynamic spatial reorganization in response to sensory experience. Surprisingly, axon complexity decreases only after the completion of the thalamic critical period. Therefore, dynamic bouton redistribution along a broad axon backbone represents an unappreciated form of plasticity underlying developmental wiring and rewiring in the CNS.
INTRODUCTION
In many developing mammalian neural circuits, connections are refined over development with synapse elimination and strengthening. The canonical view of refinement involves large-scale retraction of axons. This view is derived in large part from studies of peripheral motor and autonomic axons (Keller-Peck et al., 2001; Purves and Lichtman, 1980; Tapia et al., 2012) . In only a few cases have axonal dynamics been analyzed during circuit refinement in the CNS (Cheng et al., 2010; Hashimoto et al., 2009; McLaughlin et al., 2003; Sugihara, 2005) . It therefore remains unclear whether the model of axon retraction applies generally to central projections.
Here, we use the retinogeniculate synapse to address this issue. Initially, retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons from each eye form imprecise maps in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), with individual axons innervating neurons across eyespecific layers with a broad retinotopic expanse. By adulthood, these maps are retinotopically precise with axons targeted to specific monocular layers and low afferent convergence onto geniculate neurons. This transformation occurs in at least three phases ( Figure 1A ). First, axonal arbors become topographically refined and segregate into eye-specific layers (Dhande et al., 2011; Sretavan and Shatz, 1984) . In mice, this phase occurs by approximately postnatal day 10 (P10) (Hong and Chen, 2011; Huberman et al., 2008) , prior to eye opening at P12. Second, continuing until P20, functional studies show that the number of axons that innervate each LGN neuron decreases severalfold (synapse elimination) and the connections that persist become stronger (synaptic strengthening) (Chen and Regehr, 2000; Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005) . This phase, like the first, depends on spontaneous activity but not vision. Third, refinement continues and becomes dependent on visual experience between P20 and P30. Visual deprivation during this phase (referred to as late dark rearing [LDR] ) reduces synaptic strength and increases the number of afferent RGC inputs onto relay neurons Chen, 2006, 2008) .
Classical studies have analyzed structural correlates of the first phase of refinement in several mammalian species. Axons segregate into eye-specific layers by the removal of sprouts from ''incorrect'' layers and elaboration of new branches and synapses in ''correct'' layers (Sretavan and Shatz, 1984) . Little is known, however, about structural alterations that underlie later phases. Here, to elucidate the structural basis for changes in functional connectivity during development, we used transgenic mice in which a functionally defined subset of RGCs (BD-RGCs) can be sparsely labeled (Kim et al., 2010) , and reconstructed individual RGC arbors over development and in response to sensory deprivation. We find that rather than axon retraction, changes in presynaptic bouton size and distribution underlie late synaptic refinement and experience-dependent plasticity at the retinogeniculate synapse. Structural pruning does occur, however, during a fourth, previously unrecognized phase of refinement that follows the period for vision-directed plasticity. Together, our results suggest that bouton rearrangement, rather than arbor pruning, underlies functional refinement and that axon retraction serves to limit synaptic plasticity in the adult.
RESULTS
To visualize RGC axon arbors, we used transgenic mice that express a tamoxifen-activated Cre recombinase (CreER) in BD-RGCs, which are bistratified, ON-OFF direction-selective cells that respond to downward motion (Kim et al., 2010) . When these mice are crossed to mice in which expression of YFP is Cre dependent (Buffelli et al., 2003) , BD-RGCs are indelibly marked following administration of tamoxifen. The use of ligand-activated Cre allowed us to control the number of cells labeled in the retina by titrating the dose of tamoxifen administered and thus visualize single-cell morphology ( Figures 1B-1E ). BD-RGC axon arbors target the area where we and others have previously characterized retinogeniculate synaptic refinement by slice electrophysiology (Chen and Regehr, 2000; Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005; Koch and Ullian, 2010; Stevens et al., 2007) . By focusing on one RGC subtype, structural heterogeneity arising from the existence of multiple RGC subtypes can be minimized. Our analysis was restricted to arbors that projected to the dorsal lateral portion of the LGN (Figures S1A and S1B available online), which spans both the shell and core regions of the LGN (Cruz-Martín et al., 2014; Krahe et al., 2011) .
Spontaneous Activity-Dependent Phase of Structural Refinement We first analyzed axons between P8 and P20, which spans the last days of eye-specific segregation (nearly complete by P10), eye opening (P12-P14), and experience-independent synapse elimination (Hong and Chen, 2011; Huberman, 2007) . The number of afferent inputs per relay neuron decreases from >10 to half during this period, and the remaining inputs strengthen 20-fold (Chen and Regehr, 2000; Hooks and Chen, 2006) . Surprisingly, average arbor size and complexity did not decrease during this period. Instead, the axon total length and complexity increased significantly between P8 and P12 ( Figures  1F, 1H , and 1I), consistent with previous observations (Dhande et al., 2011; Snider et al., 1999; Sretavan and Shatz, 1984) . While this period of axon expansion corresponds to growth of the LGN ( Figure S1C ), the estimated number of LGN neurons encompassed by a single BD-RGC axon arbor volume did not change significantly ( Figures S1D-S1F ). Arbor growth between P8 and P12 was also concurrent with an increase in the number of branch points ( Figure 1I ), suggesting elaboration of the arbor and increase in potential contacts between pre-and postsynaptic partners. Between P12 and P20, a period of active functional synapse elimination, there was little change in the total or average segment length, number of segments, branch points, terminals, or branch order of arbors ( Figures 1F-1K ). Together, these results reveal dissociation between functional synaptic elimination and structural pruning.
Spatial Redistribution of Presynaptic Boutons Occurs with Development
Detailed examination of the reconstructed arbors provided insight into the structural basis of developmental refinement. The most striking changes between P8 and P20 were in the size and location of bouton-like varicosities along the axon terminal (Figures 2A-2C ). We defined boutons as regions of the arbor where the width of axons was greater than twice the diameter of the flanking axon (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The average bouton diameter increased significantly between P8 and P20 (p < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA and Dunn's post hoc test; Figure 2L ; Figures S2A-S2C ). Previous ultrastructual studies have indicated that in the adult LGN, the number of release sites is correlated to the volume of boutons (Hamos et al., 1987) . Thus, an increase in bouton size may correspond to the addition of synapses within each bouton as connections are strengthened over development.
In order to determine whether structural boutons contained presynaptic elements, we quantified the degree of colocalization of boutons with vesicular glutamate transporter 2 (VGLUT2), a presynaptic marker for RGC, but not cortical, inputs in the LGN (Land et al., 2004) (Figures 2D-2I ). Colocalization was high at both immature and mature axons and did not significantly differ with age (88.2% ± 4.1% at P8 versus 92.5% ± 6.5% at P20-P30, SD, p = 0.09, Student's t test, n = 10, statistical power = 0.8; Supplemental Experimental Procedures; Figure S2G ). We also quantified the fraction of VGLUT2-positive puncta within BD axons that did not colocalize to boutons. This may reflect less mature synapses or trafficking of synaptic elements along the axon early in development. Consistent with this notion, the fraction of VGLUT2 puncta outside of boutons was significantly higher in young than old axons (18.5% ± 8.0% versus 10.9% ± 5.1%, SD, n = 10, p = 0.02; Figure S2G ). Thus, over development, varicosities are reliable markers for presynaptic boutons representing more mature synapses.
In addition to size, the spatial distribution of boutons changed dramatically as the synapse matured. At P8, boutons were relatively evenly dispersed throughout the axon arbor. In contrast, by P20, boutons were densely clustered in restricted regions of the axon, leaving large stretches of the axon arbor without boutons (Figures 2A-2C ; Figures S3G and S3H) . We determined the 3D x, y, and z positions of each bouton along the arbor of singly Figures 2N and 2O ). Despite the spatial redistribution of boutons with maturation, the average number of boutons/arbor remained unchanged over development ( Figure 2P ). Taken together, our results suggest that an immature RGC makes weak synaptic contacts broadly onto many LGN neurons within the territory covered by its arbor, and functional retinogeniculate refinement occurs by spatially redistributing a limited number of boutons over a broad axon scaffold such that they are concentrated onto a few postsynaptic neurons.
Coimmunolabeling revealed that YFP-positive bouton clusters were frequently nested within a larger cluster of VGLUT2 islands (Figures 2G-2I ; Figures S2D-S2F ). This suggests that single axon arbor clusters were part of larger groups of boutons contributed by other, unlabeled RGC axons. As VGLUT2 is expressed in most RGC terminals (Land et al., 2004) , of which a minority are BD-RGCs (4% of RGCs in the retina; Kay et al., 2011) , bouton clustering is probably a general mechanism used by other RGC types. The bouton clusters were frequently found to form rosette-or donut-like structures ( Figures S2D-S2F , S2H, and S2I) in which the ''holes'' contained processes labeled by antibodies against unphosphorylated neurofilament (SMI-32), a marker of somata and proximal dendrites of LGN neurons, (Figures 2Q-2R 0 ; Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005) . Thus, clustering is likely to reflect numerous synapses from one or a few cells onto proximal dendrites of relay neurons (Hamos et al., 1987) . RGC inputs that contribute to the same cluster may be functionally similar, as suggested by studies in other regions of the CNS (Winnubst and Lohmann, 2012) .
Experience-Dependent Anatomical Refinement
The vision-independent developmental period is followed by a later phase of experience-dependent plasticity spanning P20-P31. Under normal light-rearing (LR) conditions (12 hr light/ dark cycle), visual experience stabilizes and maintains the refined circuitry, and electrophysiological studies show no substantial changes in strength or connectivity between P20 and P31. However, extreme changes in visual experience, such as dark rearing during this period (from P20 for >7 days, referred to as late dark rearing [LDR] ), leads to weakening of synaptic strength to 50% of LR mice and a doubling of afferent inputs onto each relay neuron (Hooks and Chen, 2006) .
To assess structural changes that underlie functional plasticity during LDR, we compared RGC arbors reconstructed from LR and LDR mice ( Figures 3A and 3B) . Consistent with functional studies, average axon arbor length, complexity, and number of boutons/cluster and boutons/axon did not change significantly under normal LR conditions between P20 and P31 ( Figures  3C-3H , black lines, and Figure S4 ). Analysis also revealed no significant difference in the size or complexity of axons from LR and LDR mice at P31 (Figures 3C-3E ). However, there was a reduction in the degree of bouton clustering and size in deprived mice. While the average number of boutons did not differ between LR and LDR arbors (Figure 3F ), the NN distance between boutons increased ( Figure 3G ) and the number of boutons per cluster decreased ( Figure 3H ). Consistent with a decrease in synaptic strength after LDR, the bouton diameter of P31 LDR axons was significantly smaller than those of LR mice ( Figure 3I ). Therefore, small-scale changes in the position and distribution of boutons accompany the rewiring between RGC and relay neurons in response to sensory experience, supporting the idea that bouton size and clustering correspond with the functional connectivity and strength of the retinogeniculate synapse.
Axon Refinement following Sensory-Dependent Plasticity Finally, we extended our analysis to 1 month beyond the sensory-dependent phase of synapse remodeling (P31-P60). Remarkably, significant axon pruning occurred during this interval: total axon length, complexity, and the number of boutons/ axon decreased ( Figures 4A-4E ), while the average diameter of the remaining boutons continued to increase ( Figure 4F ). In contrast to the structural refinement of the axon backbone, while NN distance decreased slightly, there was little change in bouton clustering ( Figures 4G and 4H ) or the number of clusters per axon (14.75 ± 5.4 versus 9.27 ± 6.0, mean ± SD for P31 and P60, respectively; p > 0.05 Mann-Whitney). Thus, overall structural pruning occurred only after the phase of experience-dependent synapse refinement.
To test whether the reduction in arbor complexity with age corresponded to a previously undetected change in functional connectivity, we recorded from mature mice (RP60, Figure 4I ). We found that the average single fiber strength in P60 mice was statistically indistinguishable from P31 mice ( Figure 4J ). However, the fiber fraction, an estimate of the number of inputs innervating a relay neuron, significantly increased largely due to a reduction in the maximal currents (P31 versus P60, in nA: Max AMPAR 4.1 ± 0.2 versus 3.02 ± 0.2; Max NMDAR 3.3 ± 0.3 versus 1.93 ± 0.2 mean ± SEM, both p < 0.001) ( Figure 4K ). The additional functional pruning at the retinogeniculate synapse between P31 and P60 is consistent with our findings of a decrease in the total number of boutons. These findings suggest that once the appropriate connections between RGCs and relay neurons have stabilized, excess axon segments and boutons are removed. Maximum projection images of (A) LR and (B) LDR BD-RGC axons. Quantification of average axon (C-E) and bouton (F-I) parameters between P20 and P31 in LR (black) and LDR (gray) mice. P20 data set is the same as in Figures 1 and 2 , shown for comparison. Scale bars represent 50 mm. Error bars indicate SEM. Shatz, 1984; Sur et al., 1984) . Over development, these arbors remain large despite known physiologic convergence of RGC afferents onto relay neurons (Cleland et al., 1971; Hamos et al., 1987; Mastronarde, 1992) . Here we describe a previously unappreciated presynaptic mechanism of circuit refinement that explains the dissociation between structure and function. Instead of axon pruning, rewiring of a network occurs by small-scale changes in bouton position and size (summarized in Figure 4L ). Rather than thinking of the immature axon structure as an imprecise attempt to make proper connections, we suggest that the axon arbor is best viewed as an opportunity map of appropriate pre-and postsynaptic connections.
DISCUSSION

Studies of randomly labeled
Bouton Clustering
Between P8 and P20, the boutons form clusters, focusing on a small subset of the many postsynaptic neurons with which the arbor could, in principle, contact. This period corresponds to a developmental window when the number of inputs to an LGN neuron decreases by 50% (Chen and Regehr, 2000) , suggesting that clustering acts both to strengthen connections with some partners and to eliminate connections with others. By P20, when boutons have clustered, the axon backbone is larger than functionally necessary. Therefore, developmental ''synapse refinement'' does not simply mean the removal of synaptic contacts in the form of axon branches (Purves and Lichtman, 1980) . For the postsynaptic relay cell, the total number of synaptic contacts does not change, but the presynaptic cells associated with these contacts have pruned down (Hooks and Chen, 2006) . Bouton clusters have been described in retinal axons as well as other neurons throughout the mammalian CNS (Binzegger et al., 2007; Kleindienst et al., 2011; Mason, 1982; Sur and Sherman, 1982; Takeuchi et al., 2014) . Here, by fully reconstructing RGC arbors at different developmental time points, we show that bouton redistribution occurs with age. Consistent with our clustering data, reconstruction of a single RGC axon in adult cat LGN showed that a section of the arbor made synaptic contacts with only 4 of 40 possible postsynaptic partners, including >200 contacts onto one neuron (Hamos et al., 1987) . Thus, bouton clustering onto the same cell, in combination with increased number of synaptic release sites within each growing bouton (Hamos et al., 1987; Yeow and Peterson, 1991) , contributes to the 20-fold average strengthening of RGC inputs to LGN neurons.
RGC axon terminal morphologies in the rodent LGN vary in different LGN laminae (Erzurumlu et al., 1988) ; thus, it is likely that distinct forms of pruning occur among RGC subclasses (Sur et al., 1984) . While we studied only one of >20 RGC subtypes in detail (BD-RGCs), we observed similar alterations in J-RGCs (Kim et al., 2008) (Figures S3I and S3J) , as well as in the distribution of VGLUT2 alone, which labels synaptic boutons of most RGC subtypes. Thus, clustering is likely to occur among non-BD RGC boutons as well. The mechanism of refinement by bouton clustering may be generalizable to other species, as bouton clusters have been well documented for RGCs in several species (Famiglietti and Peters, 1972; Ling et al., 1998) . Moreover, broadening of axon arbors has been observed in randomly labeled RGCs throughout the LGN during the early stages of development (Dhande et al., 2011; Snider et al., 1999; Sretavan and Shatz, 1984) .
Retinogeniculate axon reorganization is a continuous and dynamic process involving active axon branch addition and removal, in a similar manner as has been shown in other systems (Meyer and Smith, 2006; Portera-Cailliau et al., 2005; Ruthazer et al., 2006) . However, our data indicate that there is no net decrease in total arbor length and complexity during the period of robust functional refinement. Rather, axon complexity increases during early stages (P8-P16) accompanied by significant clustering of presynaptic boutons. Why some synaptic connections refine by extensive die-off of terminal branches while others remodel with bouton clustering is still not clear. One possibility is that some presynaptic neurons, such as motor neurons, exclusively form synapses at the terminal end of axon branches, whereas others form en passant synapses that can undergo elimination without changing the axon backbone. With rewiring during the sensory-dependent developmental period, extension and retraction of the axon arbor could be difficult at ages when the extracellular matrix is dense and complex. Thus, a more straightforward means of remodeling a circuit may involve the addition of boutons and release sites to a preexisting large axon scaffold. In this scenario, the axon arbor structure does not accurately reflect functional connectivity.
Experience-Dependent Changes in Structure
With the onset of vision-dependent plasticity, the positions of the boutons can be adjusted along the axon arbor based on sensory experience. As in the case of LDR, small changes in bouton clustering can lead to significant rewiring of pre-and postsynaptic partners. Previous structural studies of experience-dependent plasticity in several species have focused on changes in the axon structure (Antonini and Stryker, 1993; Hua et al., 2005; Ruthazer et al., 2006) . Interestingly, much like the retinogeniculate synapse, the thalamocortical axon backbone does not reflect rapid functional changes that occur in response to monocular deprivation (Antonini et al., 1999) . Why functional ocular dominance plasticity precedes the shrinkage of the axon arbor by days has been a subject of ongoing debate. Studies looking for changes in synaptic density along segments of thalamocortical arbors (Silver and Stryker, 1999) , or in visual cortex (Coleman et al., 2010) reported conflicting results. However, these studies did not reconstruct whole arbors to determine whether there were changes in the spatial distribution of synapses. Perhaps bouton rearrangement precedes the withdrawal of axon branches (Antonini and Stryker, 1993) . Indeed, dynamic remodeling of boutons along a stable backbone has been observed in other areas accessible to time-lapse imaging (Morgan et al., 2011; De Paola et al., 2006; Stettler et al., 2006; Wierenga et al., 2008) .
Late Axon Pruning
Once experience-dependent plasticity has closed, the RGC axon scaffold is reduced, limiting the potential range of preand postsynaptic connectivity. During this final phase of refinement, between P31 and P60, single fiber strength is unchanged, but the maximal currents decrease, leading to a more refined circuit. The number of boutons/cluster and the total number of clusters/axon do not change significantly, but the total number of boutons per axon decreases, suggesting that the elimination of boutons outside of clusters leads to the decrease in maximal current. During this phase, the removal of boutons coincides with a reduction in axon complexity. These findings are consistent with time-lapse studies in Xenopus showing that axon branches containing few synaptic puncta retract, while those with many puncta stabilize (Li et al., 2011; Ruthazer et al., 2006) .
Conclusion
A broad axon scaffold that persists into adulthood has deep implications in development as well as in diseases involving synaptic connections. As long as the axon scaffold exists, circuit rewiring is possible. An example of the potential of an axon scaffold can be seen in barn owls whose visual field has been shifted using prisms. Young owls are able to realign their visual and auditory fields by permanently extending their axon arbor. These arbors remain broad into adulthood, and functional specificity has been proposed to arise from inhibition of inappropriate synaptic contacts and by bouton clustering (Linkenhoker et al., 2005; Zheng and Knudsen, 2001 ). The broad arbors allow older barn owls with previous prism experience to adapt to changes in visual maps more easily than naive birds of the same age, suggesting that the axon backbone represents a structural history of previous connections (Knudsen et al., 2000; McBride et al., 2008) . Here we show that at the retinogeniculate synapse, bouton clustering underlies the development of functional specificity. However, the remnants of the RGC axon arbor may allow rapid reestablishment of previously eliminated connections during experience-dependent plasticity. With the final retraction of the axon arbor after sensory-dependent synaptic remodeling, plasticity is substantially reduced.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Transgenic Animals
All animal procedures were in compliance with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by the Animal and Care and Use Program Harvard University and Children's Hospital, Boston. See details of the transgenic mouse lines used and tissue preparation and imaging protocols in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Bouton Distribution
Comparison of clustering was done by quantifying the nearest neighbor distance (NN) and clustering bouton positions as point processes using mean-shift clustering. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Colocalization of Boutons and Synaptic Elements
Colocalization of VGLUT2 and YFP was quantified using the semiautomatic colocalization threshold and highlighter tools in ImageJ. Briefly, the colocalization highlighter used threshold values of the individual channels to create a mask for regions where YFP or VGLUT2 channels overlap. This mask was then superimposed on the original YFP channel. The number and locations of boutons covered with the mask were counted semiautomatically using the Spots tool in Imaris as described in the ''Bouton Identification'' (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Statistical Analysis
All data sets were evaluated for normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For nonparametric distributions, the Mann-Whitney test was used for pairwise comparison, while the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with post hoc Dunn's multiple comparison test was used for groups > 2. For normally distributed data sets, we used the Student's t test and one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparison test. For all figures, *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. For groups P8, P12, P16, P20, P31, P60, and LDR at P31, n = 8, 8, 8, 7, 12, 11, and 8, respectively .
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